
At Interstate All Battery Center, we can provide every portable power solution you could possibly 
require. Can’t find a battery to fit your specific power need? Let us create a custom battery to 
your exact specifications, no matter how large or complex the job. Custom battery pack design 
and engineering assistance is also available. We can even provide custom packaging.

WE KNOW. ASK US. 
With the vast selection of battery types and chemistries for today’s power-hungry devices, you’re 
bound to have questions. Our staff will help you choose the right battery type for your power needs 
and will explain the do’s and don’ts, along with proper maintenance tips, to help you get maximum 
power and longer life from your batteries.

To become a qualified portable power specialist, our technicians must pass an intensive five-star 
certification program designed to make them experts in every battery chemistry, configuration, 
capacity and use. Through ongoing training, they stay current with the latest technology and trends 
in testing, analyzing, conditioning, assembling and rebuilding your batteries.  

  B AT T E R Y  S E R V I C E S :

 CUSTOM BATTERY DESIGN
  and ASSEMBLY



™

AT EVERY ALL BATTERY CENTER,       GUARANTEED.

SERVICE THAT SAVES 

Looking for an alternative to replacing the costly battery packs in your power tools, razor, hand 
vacuum and other devices? No matter the device, battery chemistry, capacity or configuration, 
Interstate All Battery Center technicians can save you money!

Our technicians can provide complete analysis services to determine the condition and capacity 
of your battery. Many times, it is more cost-efficient to rebuild the battery than to buy a new 
replacement. In addition to replacing damaged or worn batteries with new ones, our rebuilding 
services include testing, cleaning, reassembling and resealing the battery and other components 
so your device runs like new. Our rebuilt batteries are guaranteed to have capacity equal to or 
higher than the original equipment manufacturer battery and come with a one-year warranty.

Another alternative to purchasing a new battery is battery conditioning. Interstate All Battery 
Center offers conditioning/analyzing services for rechargeable batteries to remove “memory 
effect” that occurs over time, and reduces the power capacity. Conditioning can extend battery 
life by restoring the battery back or close to its original capacity rating. 

B AT T E R Y  S E R V I C E S :

ANALYZING, CONDITIONING
  and REBUILDING
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